
Anubhuthi – Educational Retreat  

  

  
  

Retreats can be the perfect way to re-energize faculty, flesh out new programs, and help people get 

to know one another better. While getting away is a treat, some creative activities also can make an 

in-house retreat productive and fun.  

  

Whether you are looking to set the tone for the term or give educators a much-earned respite during 

the year, educational retreats not only can improve teaching techniques, but help to see classrooms 

as a place of living values.   

  

The benefits from Anugraha Educational Retreats are “immense,” with activities that guide  

Self-growth, attitudinal change, improved self-image, improved relationship, team building, getting 

everyone on the same page -- and creating a focus and direction for the present. It is a chance to 

explore new learning in a less formal setting is among the pluses of retreats. If you have ever had the 

opportunity to attend an educational retreat offered by us, you understand the power of these 

events. Bringing this experience closer to home can provide a powerful event to align your team with 

your classroom’s mission. Brainstorming with your team while still in the planning stages can help 

you decide what topics will be best suited for your event.  



  

Educational retreats provide many benefits beyond those of traditional educational classes and 

monthly meetings. They provide an opportunity to delve into deeper waters and really plug your 

team into who you are and what your business is all about. They also allow you to better understand 

your team and see what makes it tick. Having this exchange of information can be extremely 

valuable in moving toward smoother life situations.   

  

During a retreat, team members have an opportunity to see each other in a different environment 

and uncover a deeper understanding of everyone’s diverse personalities.  

  

These retreats are held at inspiring atmosphere. Different locations offer different advantages — you 

can choose to hold the event in place that suits your needs.   

  

Choosing a theme for the retreat is always a wise idea. It helps to keep the event flowing from one 

activity to the next. Our theme varies from retreat to retreat, but we always include a few key 

elements that help you to reflect upon your values.  


